STORMS

extreme weather & climate event

HEATWAVES

extreme weather & climate event

DROUGHT

extreme weather & climate event

EXTREME RAINFALL

extreme weather & climate event
CHANGING RAINFALL PATTERNS

extreme weather & climate event

INCREASED TEMPERATURES

extreme weather & climate event

HEATSTROKE

hazard

DENGUE

hazard
INCREASED MALARIA

hazard

INCREASED RISK OF WILD FIRES

hazard

WATER SHORTAGE

hazard

WATER SHORTAGE

hazard
WIND EROSION

hazard

DESERTIFICATION

hazard

FLOODING

hazard

FLASH-FLOODS

hazard
FLOODING

hazard

SEA LEVEL RISE

hazard

INFREQUENT AND UNPREDICTABLE RAINFALL

hazard

DELAYED OR EARLY RAINFALL

hazard
INCREASED MALARIA

INCREASED EVAPORATION

DENGUE

AVALANCHE